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Somboon Chaowanakosol, better known as 'Master
Bobi' a man on a mission. He wants the world to see
better and it bothers him when people have less than
perfect vision. "Life is too short to limit your vision."
"He says." Not having crystal clear eyesight limits your
life. My mission is to give a better life to my customers."
To be able to see clearly at all times is an ability we
have only during our youth. This ability diminishes when we
reach our 40s. Our eyes get tired easily, especially when
we work long hours reading or working with computers.
The latest technology for progressive lenses use
the most precise measurement techniques available is
the best solution for people aged 40 to 120 years of age
who are far-sighted. The special lenses give them their
youthful sight back.
Never forget that the quality of life, regardless of
professional or social status, depends on the ability to see.

Somboon Chaowanakosol
Thailand's Master of the Art of Seeing Well
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Advertorial

How did you become interested in progressive lenses?
When I first made progressive lenses for a 60-year
-old client, he came back after three weeks and thanked
me for giving him his sight back. That got me thinking,
If I could make this guy see better, why not the world?
After tens of thousands of hours spent studying the
progressive lenses, I found myself being regarded as the
world expert on progressive lenses.
What about the market share of progressive lenses
in Thailand?
In the past only 50% of the progressive lenses
worked. My progressive lenses are 100% effective. Back
then, if you sold 10 pairs of lenses a year, you were
good; 30 pairs a year, you were the best; but I'm the first
in Thailand who have sold 1000 pairs a year, and 100%
of them worked.

The vision of low grade progressive lenses

We have heard that wearing progressive lenses gives
some people a headache. Is this true?
Yes, if they are wearing low grade lenses which are
cheaper, plus an incorrect measurement process. This
will give anyone a headache!
Are progressive lenses from other shops as high
quality as yours?
Most other shops believe clients won't pay much
for the best progressive lenses so they making lenses
with lower grade products. Not me, I believe in only the
best, my clients are the proof that people are willing to
pay for the best products.
We have heard that ISOPTIK lenses cost over
100,000 baht and that there is a long wait.
Our price range are from 8,000 to 80,000 baht per
pair and the total time from examination to receipt the
eyeglasses is 45 days. At the end of 45 days we deliver
the most precise and most comfortable glasses available
in the world.

The vision of hi-end progressive lenses

What is your view on clients who are doctors and
have a responsibility for the welfare of their patients?
The way I see is the well-being of a patient depends
almost entirely on the doctor's vision. If a doctor can
maintain his vision at the optimum level, he'll be able
operate better. Most surgeons retire themselves early
because of their vision. Just imagine how wonderful it
would be if an experienced surgeon could continue his
practice with our hi-end progressive lenses.
The low grade progressive lenses

The hi-end progressive lenses

 

What makes you so confident that your centre makes
the best high end lenses in the world?
For decades we have been in this business; my
siblings and I are very happy and successful. We rank
number one in sales in the south of Thailand. If you
asked about quality, I would say that our lenses are
second to none and my siblings are as good at making
lenses as I am.
I'm confident about my products because of what
my clients say. Ninety-eight percent of my clients are
from the Scandinavian countries: Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, and Finland. Word of month from one client to
the next and now they all know of ISOPTIK in Thailand.
One European client came to me and apologized for
looking down on our products because compared to
what was available, in their currency, ours were not that
expensive. After wearing my lenses his vision changed
dramatically. He is no longer wears his European lenses
that cost him many times more than ours. That was
when I knew I had to go international.

Face Form Angle Professional Fitting

Digital Pupil Distance Measurement

One Norwegian client loved his progressive glasses
I made for him so much that he brought his 85 year-old
father who had to carry two pairs of glasses with him
one for nearsightedness and the other for farsightedness.
The father bought a pair of progressive lens glasses in
Europe but they didn't work well enough for him. At my
shop I tested him and let him wear some sample lenses.
He became excited because he could see very clearly
in every direction he looked. He could even walk
downstairs without tripping! When I saw his smiling face,
I was so proud. With this lens you can see right away
what you pay for.
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You also teach fellow optics shop owners about the
techniques of progressive lenses, why?
I think the demand is too high for me to do it all
alone. And I don't see them as my competitors. It is
more like an alliance. By studying with me, in a day they
can do what I do. I love to teach, it's not about money.
I'm just very good at teaching people who used to see
a 300 baht pair of eyeglasses how to make eyeglasses
that sell for 20,000 baht. I always say, 'If you believe,
you can do anything'. When studying with me, all I asked
is for people to have an open mind. The next day they
will see a miracle. That's my rule, my only rule.
After teaching in Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore
invited me to be their guest lecturer. Next was Shanghai.
And now we have www.apcthai.com for broadcasting
clinical studies and updates on high-end progressive
lenses. The website is now internationally recognized as
the most accurate website on progressive lenses and
provides approved reports on each model of progressive
lenses. There are many grades and types out there, you
need to check carefully.
Progressive lenses can give you your youthful
vision back?
Yes, because when you reach 40, your vision
dramatically changes. Normally at the age of 40, the
range 40cm and closer will be unclear and at the age
of 50, the range one metre and closer will be unclear.
That's why every year there are reports that older
people fall and break their hips. That's because their
vision is bad. When I hear that my lenses help them to
see everything around them and help prevent accidents,
I'm so pleased.
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Present Hi-End Progressive Lenses in Shanghai

Would you like to read like young boy?

What kind of person are you?
I put my heart and soul into every pair of glasses
we make. My attention to detail never diminishes.
Everything from ISOPTIK has to be perfect and we
kept improving until one day we produced glasses
higher than the European standard. I am very straight
forward and very proud. I work very hard and am proud
to be able to continue my father's legacy in this field.
I have faith in humanity; therefore, I'll do whatever
necessary to help improve it.
What about your work style?
I work at what I believe in and I 'm very committed.
My staff are the same; they believe in what we do.
We all work with our hearts and we are honest. What
you get from us is worth every baht that you pay.

Welcome to better sight!

 

Do you have a warranty?
We have an unconditional warranty for six months
"Full satisfaction guaranteed and a full money refund
if not satisfield." In addition we offer a two year quality
guarantee, German standard.
How did you fund your operation?
For nearly two years I made my living teaching
bout progressive lenses: 80,000 baht per day in Thailand
and 160,000 baht per day abroad. I invested in ISOPTIK
tens of millions of baht of my own money and from the
Advance Progressive Addition Lenses Club. Not a dime
was borrowed from my family.
What about your belief in God?
When I was a child I had a brain disease, and
I couldn't cure it for a long time, even after and
operation. I couldn't swim or play in the rain. Someone
from my school who had the same disease went
running in the rain and died. I prayed to God if
I recovered I'd serve him. Not long after that the
disease went away but I didn't do anything to fulfill
l my promise.
Years later I was in an accident and had broken
bones and couldn't walk. So for the second time
I prayed to God that if I was cured I'd become
his servant. I was healed and kept my promise for
five years. Then my father's shop in samui was in
financial trouble so I had to help. Since then I haven't
gone back to serving God, but I still think about
it often.

" In God We Trust "

What have you learned from serving God?
During my five years of service to God, most of
the texts I studied were in English so that helped a lot
with my business today. Most important is the belief
I have in God and my faith in humanity. I also believe
in the power of positive thinking; anyone can change
their destiny overnight when they believe. When I teach
abroad, I use preaching techniques. It has a great impact
on the audience. I always say ' all you have to do is
believe and do what I say. Tomorrow, a miracle will
happen in your optic shop.' I'm well-known for helping
people take that very important leap in life. If I can
change someone's life for the better, for me, that's the
best I can do with my life.
How do you feel about giving back?
It's one of my life's missions to give back to
society by giving them good vision. I'm against random
handouts of free glasses to the poor. Giving them
lenses that are not made especially for their vision is
not helping; it's more like an abuse. The human brain is
naturally very intelligent. It will adapt vision to fit with
lenses. So with incorrect prescriptions, a person's vision
will soon be worse. At ISOPTIK, we only strive to improve
vision, not to help it deteriorate.
These days, no matter how busy he is, Bobi spends
his time taking care of his customers at ISOPTIK. If
you are a coffee lover, skip your cup of coffee and
try the hi-end coffee at ISOPTIK, because it is one
of the tastiest in town!

" Welcome to ISOPTIIK "
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LINDBERG's top collection - LINDBERG Precious - is one of the most exclusive and prestigious
international eyewear collections. All parts for the LINDBERG Precious collection's exclusive
frame are carefully handmade in Denmark to guarantee the best finish and quality.
LINDBERG's minimalist and lightweight design is particularly well suited to precious metals.
The small amount of metal used means that the frame never feels heavy, even though it is made
of solid 18 carat gold or platinum.
LINDBERG Precious is available in both 18 carat (750) Greenland pink, white, yellow gold
and in platinum (950). A special hardening process developed by LINDBERG allows very fine
18 carat gold thread to be used as well as platinum. This gives LINDBERG's precious metal frames
the right degree of flexibility and resilience without compromising springiness and strength.
The gold used in the LINDBERG Precious collection also has its own unique story. It begins
in the Arctic north, in Greenland, where the raw are mined in one of the world's smallest mines.
The ore is then shipped to Spain where it is refined to the purest gold (24 carat). LINDBERG
has the exclusive world rights to use this gold as wire and plate for manufacturing spectacle frames.
This glamorous solution also includes individually set, brilliant-cut diamonds of the highest quality:
Top Wesselton WS on the front of the frame or on the temples.
A special element of the LINDBERG Precious concept is the unique natural horn temples in which
18 carat yellow and white gold inlays connect the temples with the gold-wire hinge and front
elements. The natural horn temples are produced from water buffalo horn. Each horn temple boasts
unique variation in depth of color and markings. The colour and patterns of each pair of horn frames
are unique in six different colour categories: black, black with white flecks, dark brown, medium brown,
light brown, and beige/natural.
LINDBERG Precious is a unique and exclusive concept in which every detail contributes to creating sublimely individual eyewear.

..
..

ISOPTIK is the one of LINDBERG Precious specialist that collected more than 60 models of LINDBERG Precious.
Fully digital 3D lenses edging for the world's highest quality of LINDBERG eyeglasses
Fully 3D digital eye test by doctor of optometry
Fully professional primary eye care by ophthalmologist
Full satisfaction guaranteed with 2 years warranty

" Life is too short to limit your vision "
See better, Feel better and Look better, No matter how old you are!
Instant Crystal Clear Vision at any distance, like when you were young
with hi-end Individual Free Form Instant Adaptation Eyeglasses,
even on extra curved frames.

Bobi creates the highest standard of eyeglasses in the world.
ERAWAN BANGKOK 4th Floor [ Next To Grand Hyatt Erawan Hotel ] Ratchaprasong , Bangkok
Call. 02-250-7736 for free Transportation Open daily 11:00 to 20:00
isoptik@gmail.com Eye Care Specialist Hotline : 081-538-4200
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